In this essay, I consider the relationship between transnational feminism and area studies. I suggest that transnational feminism's long engagement with the difference offers a way in which to address the critiques of area studies which has tended to identify places with particular ''traits''. I examine how particular strands of western feminism intertwined with the project of area studies by seeking to define, reform, and consolidate places and people within their ambit of power. If we consider area studies to be organized in a horizontal scale focused on large regional spaces defined by ''traits'', then transnational feminism adds a vertical dimension to the study of area studies with its focus on the intimate spaces of power.
I teach at the City University of New York, one of the largest public institutions in the country, which serves a largely immigrant, working class and people of color population in New York City. It is a wonderfully diverse group; with many students the first among their families to go to college and often first or second generation with at times brutal histories of immigration. For many years, I have taught transnational feminism to these students at both graduate and undergraduate levels. In my classes, I rehearse well-tread arguments about autonomy and the right for people to construct their own destinies while not devolving into cultural relativism. In an effort to demonstrate that intellectual agency is authored in places other than the core with the periphery relegated to offering interesting empirical detail, I expose my students to work from different regions. And yet the project that attempts to displace the manner in which these areas come to be is paradoxically reinforced at the very moment that I am trying to subvert it.
In other words, with some variation, there is stubborn attachment among my students to ''places and people'' geography. This attachment articulates itself in believing that there is a connection-albeit broad, contradictory, and non-linear-between places and people with particular set of traits or associations. I notice that I am more audible when I speak about cultural and political autonomy of people from ''the Third World'' risking the ever-present slide of speaking ''for'' rather than ''about''. Rather than, when I seek to explain geographical relations by which the prosperity of few is predicated on the systematic disenfranchisement of many. Despite multiple sustained critiques of authenticity, I am located with authorial voice to speak about particular places.
In this brief essay, I want to consider the relationship between transnational feminism and area studies. I suggest that transnational feminism's long engagement with the difference offers a way in which to address the critiques of area studies which has tended to identify places with particular ''traits'' (Appadurai, 2000) . Transnational feminisms attempt to theorizing differences between women that does not fall into the victim/savior frame or is caught in a problematic linear narrative of modernity. It seems to me then that a reconsidered area studies could benefit from the manner in which transnational feminism has navigated and struggled with this problematic of difference and boundaries.
I am aware that transnational feminism is an extremely broad and varied field with multiple and, at times, contradictory feminisms. Here I am specifically interested in tracing feminist discourses emerging from western feminists in the Global North during the height of colonial enterprise in the nineteenth century followed by liberal feminisms of the late twentieth century and finally imperial feminisms into the 21 centuries, which were committed to ongoing western hegemony. Colonial, liberal, and imperial feminisms have faced sustained challenges from feminist movements in the Global North and South. My effort here is to understand how particular strands of western feminism intertwined with the project of area studies by seeking to define, reform, and consolidate places and people within their ambit of power. If area studies formulated its division of the world on the basis of modernity and development, then within certain kinds of transnational feminist praxis, areas were discernible by women's entrapment in their culture. Western feminists who had escaped this entrapment because of enlightenment and modernity were then pressed into service to reach out to their Third World compatriots to rescue them from backward cultural trappings.
I trace a genealogy of western transnational feminism, in particular noting the ways in which, the different phases of feminist movements have served as handmaidens to the imperial quest of the time. For the sake of brevity, let me propose a nomenclature of these phases as colonial, liberal, and imperial feminism. These phases are neither hermetically sealed from each other nor do I mean to suggest a linear progress, rather the phases serve to highlight the structural and political motivations that guided the proclivities of the time. In each phase, a particular geography of empire is animated serving to underscore what others have already said about the mutating formations of regional attention or neglect in area studies (Sidaway, 2012; Wesley-Smith and Goss, 2010) . Furthermore, if we consider area studies to be organized in a horizontal scale focused on large regional spaces defined by ''traits'' (Appadurai, 2000) , then transnational feminism adds a vertical dimension to the study of area studies with its focus on the intimate spaces of power. In effect, it lends a different optic to area studies with its focus on the ways in which the intimate-home, gendered spheres, and the body-served to anchor power and control with larger scales of nation, region, and empire. The manner in which the intimate is deeply imbricated in larger scales of nation and empire is not necessarily novel, here I aim to read the vertical dimension within the context of area studies to excavate gender and scale as a way to understand difference in area studies.
Let me begin with the colonial economy, where intimate spaces were of particular significance. It is in these spaces that the empire was animated through concerns with racial purity, contamination, hygiene, social reform, and domestic governance. Through a close reading of household guides written to aid middle class British women traveling to set up domiciles in India, Blunt (1999) excavates the ways in which these guides served to establish control, racial purity, and imperial authority. Home, Blunt (1999) argues was not to be understood as a fixed location where private dramas of the empire were staged, rather she reads the management of the domestic as governance through which the empire came to be established. Instead of a distinction between public and private spaces of the empire, Blunt highlights the ''imperial power relations that existed within British homes in India'' (Blunt, 1999: 425, original emphasis) . Particularly, after the first war of independence in 1857, imperial domesticity emerged as an important site to reestablish authority of the crown. It was here English women and men demonstrated imperial rule through the intricate management of domestic life.
Colonial feminisms also adapted to the changing circumstances of imperial rule. Nair (2000) writes that while reformist impulses soon faded after the Indian Mutiny in 1857, new modes of governance had to be established to contain and separate the rising ranks of Brown Sahibs in the civil services. British women at this time served to quell nationalist impulses by establishing racial superiority against middle and upper class Indian women confined to the Zenana. For British women, the Zenana was evidence Indians had not embraced liberalism and were not ready for self-rule, thereby justifying their presence. The Zenana was a place colonial anxiety, an inner sanctum where the empire was precluded from breaching.
If colonial feminism was invested in domestic governance and racial purity, liberal feminism was connected with its colonial antecedents by its reformist impulses. Against beleaguered native women, colonial women crafted their subjectivity as modern and liberal and were convinced of their mission to rescue and transform them. In the waning decades of the twentieth century, liberal feminists focused their attention on the figure of the victimized Third World woman. Dramatically manifest through their concern over practices such as sati, foot binding, and Female Genital Mutilation, liberal women spoke vehemently against such barbaric customs and took it upon themselves to draw attention to its violence. Such practices and the zeal for their reform were debated primarily in the West about the non-west. Consequently, Shohat (2002) remarks with some frustration, ''When feminism is invoked in academic institutions outside of ''Western'' spaces, it is often subjected to an (inter)disciplinary order that anxiously and politely sends it ''back'' to the kingdom of area studies. There the experts of the day, it is assumed, will tell us about the plight of women; each outlandish geographical zone will be matched with an abused bodily part'' (Shohat, 2002: 67) .
Some of the most invoked subjects of Third World victimhood are women trafficked for prostitution and Muslim women. Subject to increased international attention and scrutiny by both governmental and international organizations, these subjects' victimhood anchors a discourse of vulnerability, responsibility and rescue. Doezema (2001) scrutinizes the work of The Coalition Against the Trafficking in Women, one of the largest NGOs working to rescue women from prostitution and trafficking. Doezema (2001: 17) argues that the Third World victim serves to solidify brewing political aspirations for liberal western feminists rather than those of sex workers. Doezema (2001) is careful although to not posit a crude western versus Third World binary, recognizing that many Third World feminists and NGOs participate in the rescue fantasy as well complicating the narrative.
Affecting a similar critique, Kapur (2002) looks back at the 1993 Vienna World Conference on Human Rights, where women's rights were finally recognized as human rights culminating a long history of struggle for recognition. Reading through United Nations documents related to violence against women, Kapur acknowledges that in the context of Law and Human Rights, it is graphic testimonials by victims that have been most powerful in securing national commitments and international covenants. Yet, these ways of securing rights are arrived at through some deeply problematic ways in which women were essentialized as cultures from which they need to escape and be rescued. Kapur writes ''the image that is produced is that of a truncated Third World woman who is sexually constrained, tradition-bound, incarcerated in the home, illiterate, and poor'' (Kupar, 2002: 18) .
During the 1980s and 1990s, therefore, the dominant leitmotif was of Third World women's entrapment in ''backward'' cultural practices. These practices were indelibly linked with specific places-dowry (India), Female genital cutting (Various countries in North and East Africa), prostitution (South East Asia), Hijab (the Middle East), and its extreme version under the Taliban in Afghanistan, and so on. Liberal feminism, therefore, emerged in this era as a parallel narrative reinforcing post-cold war area studies arguments that the ''root causes'' of deteriorating conditions in the Third World were a consequence of human rights violations, weak governance structures and poor enforcement (Duffield, 2001 ). In the wake of this geo-political shift, and in an effort to address the problems associated with specific places, an entire industry of international non-governmental organizations, aid agencies, donor groups, and special rapporteurs emerged to redress violence and disaster. With the extreme professionalization of the rescue and aid industry, Duffied (2015) despairs that area studies collapsed into aid policy.
In the new millennium, marked as it came to be with the events of 11 September 2001, dawned a new period in transnational feminism. Imperial feminism was crafted from its antecedents in colonial feminism's architecture of distance, which sought to secure the place of colonial feminists in the core through enacting their difference from native women in the periphery. It also drew on the legacy of liberal feminism by its investment in a rescue fantasy seeking to free women trapped by misogynist cultural traditions into modernity. The imbrication of past feminist endeavors in the present underscore that the ''phases'' I have sketched here are not sealed linear progressions that lurch from one to the other but rather the presence of the past is imbricated in the present.
Drawing on an imperial history of travel, where travel was associated with a kind of liberation, Kaplan (2001) looks at a trip taken by Hilary Rodham Clinton along with her daughter to Tunisia, Egypt, and Morocco in 1999. Clinton was then the wife of a president tainted by a very public sexual scandal. Her trip, Kaplan (2001) writes, was ''a public relations coup, Hillary Rodham Clinton re-negotiated her domestic troubles through the reliably familiar discourse of orientalism as well as the emerging practice of feminist cosmopolitanism in the global arena'' (Kaplan, 2001: 229) . The feminism that Clinton demonstrated in the Middle East for her audience at home was acceptable, because it fit with the discourse of U.S. exceptionalism. The U.S. presumes to demonstrate to the rest of the world liberal feminist principles, and it is particularly resonant, if the women to whom these principals are demonstrated appear visibly trapped in their culture as if from an earlier temporal register. Kaplan notes, ''how feminism at home becomes a political liability while feminism abroad becomes a political plus in national and electoral politics is quite a fascinating tale of geography and geopolitics'' (Kaplan, 2001: 235) . Like their colonial antecedents, today's imperial feminists continue to use spaces outside the core to consolidate their position within it.
Clinton's imperial feminism after September 2011 intertwined women's liberation with the increasingly revanchist discourses of security. In her address to the Commission on the Status of Women at the United Nations in 2010, she said, ''President Obama and I believe that the subjugation of women is a threat to the national security of the United States'' (quoted in Toor, 2012: 158) . This form of imperial feminism, while not new, has a Ozalarge audience receptive to the plight of Third World women, bolstered by the War on Terror anchored to the worn analytic of white men and women saving brown women from brown men. Despite being a cliche´what is particularly tenacious about this logic is that it has faithful audiences who have a voracious appetite for stories of rescue.
The New York Times bestseller, Half the Sky: Turning Oppression into Opportunity for Women Worldwide by Kristof and WuDunn (2008) appealed to the western reader's appetite to jump onto the rescue bandwagon by participating in a movement that would help liberate Third World women-a global war for women, as it were. While Half the Sky is emblematic of white rescue and at the liberal end of the genre, there were several other books written by ''native informants'' in the narrative style of a memoir documenting horrifying stories of oppression and violence representing a neo-conservative dimension. Both the liberal books and the conservative first person narratives traffic in a form of imperial feminism that brings them close to each other in their mutual denouncement of political Islam (Toor, 2012) . The popularity of this genre has resulted in a sizable cottage industry that feeds this craving for ''authentic'' narratives. Ayaan Hirsi Ali and Irshad Manji are among the more popular authors of this genre evidenced by their meteoric rise to celebrity status. These tales are avidly consumed because they are read as genuine and the women who author them as presenting an insider's view about the closed off world of despotic regimes. These books follow a formula: they are rife with intimate details about a difficult brutal life, struggle, and hardship are exacerbated by doctrinal religious adherence, which leads, in the climax of the book, to a crisis of faith, ending in individual triumph, usually through a renunciation of Islam and the acceptance of western enlightenment and modernity.
This place of women's oppression animated in these narratives is what Abu-Lughod (2013: 68) aptly calls ''IslamLand''. While ''not a place from which one can come'' it nevertheless, ''anoints the call for women with transparent goodness. IslamLand enables those who advocate for women's rights to accrue moral capital '' (Abu-Lughod, 2013: 69) . IslamLand is not real; however, it is an imagined location. For instance, Hirsi Ali's second book, Nomad ''which is characterized as a journey ''from Islam to America'''' demonstrates a rather peculiar geographical journey (Abu-Lughod, 2013: 69) . But this is precisely what IslamLand is; it is the fictive real place that can be denounced as the problem congealed in the figure of the Muslim woman. So while IslamLand may not be real, it nevertheless conjures any Muslim country; be it Somalia or Pakistan, Indonesia or Afghanistan as the place from which victimized women need to be rescued. In the post September 2011 world, Muslim women's bodies then become the language through which a realigned geography is made intelligible.
In the brief genealogy, I have attempted to show the manner in which practices of colonial, liberal, and imperial feminisms bolstered the West's moral authority to reform and rescue women in the periphery. These crusades of liberation served a critical ideological function by creating an intelligible narrative of distant places that justified a series of imperial adventures. Critical attention to area studies then ought to closely examine the manner in which intimate spaces of the home and body served to anchor particular constructions of places.
If feminist projects served as handmaidens of area studies that essentialized women to specific cultures in particular areas, then the critique of area studies and call of its increasing irrelevance should be welcome. Jackson (2003a) , however, suggests that celebrating the demise of area studies may be premature and argues instead for an understanding of area studies that takes difference seriously. He acknowledges that theories of globalization, diaspora studies, and post-structuralism have revealed area studies' shortcomings. Still, Jackson (2003a: 3) argues, ''field research continues to reveal the persistence of fundamental forms of cultural difference under globalization, as well as the production of new forms of local difference''.
Transnational feminism has a long history with the question of difference, which emerged in response to universal claims of global sisterhood (Moghadam, 2000; Mohanty, 2006) . Despite sustained efforts, theoretical and political concerns with difference are neither easy nor inoculated from cooptation within western universalism. As Shih (2002) argues that the adjudicating of difference is itself is about establishing universal theoretical positions western women employ against the Other. She says, ''it is not that the Western feminist has a mistaken notion of difference and similarity, which is the focus of much Third World feminist theory in its quarrel with western feminism, but rather that the Western feminist enjoys the power to arbitrarily conferring difference and similarity on the non-Western woman'' (Shih, 2002: 95) .
Focusing on the manner in which universalism creeps into theoretical analysis of difference, Jackson (2003b) , in a follow up to his pervious essay, critiques poststructuralist theory's universalism which is attentive to differences within theory while being inattentive to difference between places. He says, ''a one-sided emphasis on differences within at the expense of studying differences between is not corrective antidote to the failings of area studies as it ultimately leads to universalism and new forms of hegemonic analysis'' (Jackson, 2003b: 49, original emphasis) . He instead argues for empirically based work by drawing on more ''complex conceptions of spatial locatedness and of bordering as a process of localization and containment of forms of discourse, culture, and power'' (Jackson, 2003b: 69) . Not only is it important to pay attention to differences between places, as Jackson proposes, rather as I have argued here, discerning the drama of difference at the intimate scale of the home and body lends an important optic to the understanding of the scripting of areas.
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